
L awrence (Larry) Biegel, Attorney at Law, has been serving 
Monterey County for more than four decades. Although in his 
younger years he contemplated becoming a doctor, his 

chemistry grades in school steered him away from that path. Lucky for us, 
he changed directions and attended UCLA School of Law, graduating in 
1968. Even though this path wouldn’t allow him to help with people’s health, he instead could help them 
get out of a jam! 
 
In 1969, Larry began his career as a clerk for a prominent California Court of Appeals judge, finding his 
passion to become a trial lawyer. From 1970-1975, Larry worked as a Public Defender in Los Angeles. He 
established a great record had some landmark cases. Work continued, as well as his private life, having 
gotten married and moving to Monterey in 1975. 
 
A few years later, Larry became a private attorney with the law firm Cominos, Shostak & Epstein. A strong 

relationship was built with Ted Cominos and soon Larry partnered with him in the firm 
Cominos & Biegel. This partnership lasted until 1997. That is when Larry decided to 
spread his wings and open The Biegel Law Firm. With true dedication to his clients, 
Larry likes to take a hands-on approach in 3 dimensions. It begins with offering legal 
advice and services. Next, is to focus on understanding the client’s situation carefully, 
to make sure the client will be best served by hiring an attorney. Now we know why he 
has such a reputable firm! What honesty! Finally, the third dimension is to follow up with 
the client after the case. He makes sure that the solutions he provides are effective in 
the long run, guaranteeing the best possible service to his clients. 
 
During these unprecedented times, The Biegel Law Firm has safeguarded against 
Covid-19 by screening guests, checking temperatures, requiring masks and using 

ample hand sanitizer. We asked Larry what advice he has for people who are trying to cope with these 
unusual circumstances. He said, “ try to recognize the difficulty people are enduring, 
stay safe and pull together.” The Biegel Law firm is ready to help the people of 
Monterey County, with a friendly welcome from the reception to the boss. 
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